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Abstract

The present empirical study investigated the relationship between Iranian undergraduate TEFL learners’ self-regulation and their self-efficacy. For this end, there have been a total number of 120 college students learning English as a foreign language who volunteered to complete the two quantitative questionnaires of self-regulation and self-efficacy respectively. The participants were informed of the anonymous nature of the data collection process in advance. They were also told that their responses would certainly be kept confidential and that they had the right to quit at any part of the survey. It took around 15–20 minutes for each respondent to complete the survey. In the meanwhile, some of the participants (around ten) also willingly answered the qualitative descriptive semi-structured questions of the interview, until that the interview responses were saturated. After the process of data collection, the findings were measured through correlation analysis, indicating that self-regulation and self-efficacy were jointly linked and had a directly positive relationship. Accordingly, it was revealed that the employment of these two highly associated psychological constructs could systematically guide and help learners to enhance their learning capabilities and lead them to ultimate desired learning goals. Ultimately, it was concluded from the findings of the current study that the delicate association between self-regulation and self-efficacy was really helpful for learners to lead them successfully to their academic goals.
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1. Introduction

Self-regulation and self-efficacy are increasingly important in foreign language learning. In fact, both of them have recently become widely accepted as the two significant phenomenal themes of study in the modern time psychoeducational sciences. Self-regulation and self-efficacy indeed enable language learners to facilitate language learning opportunities beyond the traditional language learning acquisitions and methodologies. According to Zimmerman (2000), self-efficacy is mentally and psychologically different from other areas of study. Self-efficacy includes such determining beliefs and intellectuals which are exclusively unique for individual learners. Moreover, self-efficacy is very acute to impalpable changes in the behavior of the students, and in correlation with self-regulated learning strategies and processes. Self-efficacy indeed specifies learners’ performance at definite levels. Beforehand, Bandura (1986) had already remarked the great difference among self-efficacy and predictions of educational achievements.

Bandura (1993) believed that in fact self-efficacy was the belief about the specific abilities of learning that could help learners with their learning behaviors. Such beliefs indeed could identify and direct learners’ emotions, conceptualizations, self-motivations, and learning behaviors. Based on the cognition, motivation, affection, and selection procedures, self-efficacy might have different results for each learner. According to Pajares and Usher (2008), “all of the thoughts that affect human functioning, and standing at the very core of social cognitive theory, are self-efficacy beliefs, which can be defined as the judgments that individuals hold about their capabilities to learn or perform courses of action at designated levels” (pp. 395-396).

Bandura (1997) also illuminated that self-efficacy was fundamentally based on a greater structure, the social cognitive hypothesizing that performance, attitudes, and context of learners significantly determined their learning progress. Moreover, self-efficacy could be helpful for learners in terms of activity, determination, flexibility, and progress. Learners with a powerful self-efficacy would tend more to be well-prepared to participate in leaning activities, and to administer learning process more efficiently and consciously so that they could reach their ultimate intelligently designed goals as well. Zeidner, Boekaerts, and Pintrich (2000) explained that “Self-efficacy is a subset of self-regulation which also is a systematic process of human behavior” (p. 751). Zimmerman and Cleary (2006) and Aghajani (2018) added that self-regulation practically follows three steps in the learning process: prediction, function, and self-evaluation. Actually, self-efficacy is more concerned with predictions of performance before learning. Learners with high self-efficacy manage to go through obstacles and move on to successfully attain preset learning goals (Niloufari & Dastgoshadeh, 2019; Pajares, 2009), and they indeed tend more to apply self-regulation strategies and processes for learning English language (Anam & Stracke, 2016).

According to Boekaerts and Cascallar (2006), self-regulation permanently regulates and monitors learning process of learners by setting goals, strategies use, and self-evaluate the process. Self-regulation also deals with multi-motivational strategies involving: physical and mental preparation to perform the tasks, gathering the related data, blending the appropriate approaches, observing the understanding of learners, and finally evaluating their extent of development. On the same account, Zimmerman (1989) believed that “For students to be self-regulated, their learning must “involve the use of specified strategies to achieve academic goals on the basis of self-efficacy perceptions” (p. 329). Similarly, Schunk and Meece (2006) suggested that one’s behavioral and environmental personal factors will enhance his or her expectations of success in challenging tasks situations.

Self-regulation and self-efficacy are totally associated variables on the account that self-efficacy is well-known to be a subcategory of self-regulation. In other words, self-regulation precedes self-efficacy in the way that learners with a powerful self-regulation have potentially a strong self-efficacy. Self-regulation is indeed the reflection of learners’ strategies use and sufficient efforts towards better educational achievement and progress; in this way, self-regulation actually regulates, controls, and reforms learning processes, attitudes and approaches of learning, and substitute them with better applicable approaches for the aim of leading to desirable results (Namaziandost, Pourhosein Gilakjani, & Hidayatullah, 2020).

1.1 Statement of the Problem

Thanks to the advancement of information technology, learning a second or foreign language has become undoubtedly indispensable for communication in the modern time. Needless to say, that despite all the language centers and English language learning materials in the global market, yet there would be a large number of students who fail to learn another language satisfactorily and gladly. That may be, in many cases, due to the lack of their beliefs in their abilities
to learn any other languages, and their insufficient strategies to regulate and control their learning. Furthermore, due to the fact that language learning institutes (LLI) are highly time-consuming and money-taking, a lot of language learners would not willingly want to enroll and take part in such institutes. Instead, they would rather choose to study autonomously and totally independent from any LLI. However, whether it is a case of group-study or self-study, both self-efficacy and self-regulatory language learning are indeed inevitably predominant especially when they come in relation to each other.

1.2 Research Questions

This study tried to answer the following research questions:

RQ1. Is there a significant relationship between Iranian undergraduate TEFL learners’ self-regulation and their self-efficacy?

RQ2. What predictive role does Iranian undergraduate TEFL learners’ self-regulation play on their self-efficacy?

1.3 Null Hypothesis

Based on the above-mentioned questions, the following directional hypothesis was formulated in this study:

H1. There is a positive relationship between self-regulation and self-efficacy of Iranian undergraduate TEFL Learners.

2. Review of the Literature

2.1 Theoretical Background

Generally, recent researchers have tended to study self-regulation of learners (Zimmerman & Schunk, 1989). Zimmerman (1990) signified that self-regulation was highly a matter of metacognitive, motivational, and behavioral manners of learners’ learning process. Moreover, self-regulated learners were recognizable according to their self-orientation, self-evaluation, and self-motivation (Zimmerman, Bandura, & Martinez-Pons, 1992). Bandura (1991) explained that self-regulated learners were more likely to set challenging goals for themselves to speed up their learning processes and achievement. They also tended to apply much suitable strategies and more efficient choices of activities to attain to their goals. Finally, they were able to appropriately distinguish and categorize guidelines and expressions of self-regulation to accelerate process of learning through high motivation and increased efforts (Namaziandost, Nasri, & Ziafar, 2019).

Further, Bandura (1997) enlightened that self-efficacy would significantly affect educational motivation in terms of amount of endeavor, continuity, and sentimental interactions. Learners with high extent of self-efficacy take part in the challenging tasks more readily, try harder, resist for a long period of time. They also show less opposite emotional reactions when they encounter difficulties than do those who doubt their capabilities. Self-efficacious learners were proven to have more commitments to challenging tasks. Self-regulated learners exhibit a high sense of efficacy in their capabilities, which influences the knowledge and skill goals they set for themselves and their commitment to fulfill these challenges (Namaziandost, Rezvani, & Polemikou, 2020; Zimmerman, 1990). This conception of self-directed learning not only encompasses the cognitive skills emphasized by metacognitive theorists, but also extends beyond to include the self-regulation of motivation, the learning environment, and social supports for self-directedness.

Dörnyei and Ryan (2015) have recently found that the significant factor which made learners individually different in learning language processes was their exclusive self-regulatory learning strategies use. To this end, self-regulation has captured the attraction of today researchers. They also believed that learners had their discrete capacity of self-regulation as an important element of successful language learning. According to Zimmerman and Schunk (2011), self-regulation studies were extremely important especially in the psychoeducational fields. Zimmerman and Risemberg (1997) clarified that the core focus of self-regulation was “the learners’ own strategic efforts to manage their own achievement through specific beliefs and processes” (p.105).

Prior researchers unitedly agreed on the significant role of self-regulation for the development of motivational purposes and learning progress (Dignath, Büttner, & Langfeldt, 2008; Namaziandost, & Çakmak, 2020). Moreover, Döörnyei (2005) predicted that self-regulated learning would be certainly one of the most challenging themes of future studies. Particularly, several researchers have focused on the effective impression of technology on self-regulated learning processes and strategies used (Hashemifardnia, Namaziandost, & Shafiee, 2018; Lam, 2014; Liu, Lan, & Ho,
Theoretical research has been recently concentrated on the conceptual language learning skills of learners (Bandura, 1982). The theories were mostly around the capabilities and willingness of learners to learn English language independently (Etemadfar, Namaziandost, & Banari, 2019; Schunk, 1984). On this view, self-regulation was different for various learners with different language learning skills, and progress of self-regulation in the learning process was overwhelming (Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015; Ziafar & Namaziandost, 2019).

2.2 Empirical Background

As a matter of fact, several empirical studies have been conducted about self-regulation and self-efficacy. Yusuf (2011) studied the relationship between self-efficacy, achievement motivation, and self-regulated learning strategies of not only undergraduate students, but also applying the limited structural equation modeling (SEM) in Malaysia. He investigated 300 undergraduate students using the Confirmatory Factor Analysis to find out if there was any correlation between self-efficacy beliefs, achievement motivation, and self-regulated learning strategies of the undergraduate students. As the study results showed, there was a considerable correlation between self-efficacy beliefs, achievement motivation, and self-regulated learning strategies (Namaziandost, Shatalebi, & Nasri, 2019).

In another study, Woodrow (2011) conducted a research about self-efficacy and anxiety. The participants were 740 English college students from four universities in China. They filled out a self-efficacy and anxiety 7-point Likert scale questionnaire of English writing with semi-structural questions, and then completed a writing task. The Confirmatory Factor Analysis was used to analyze the data. Evidently, self-efficacy was conformed to be a mediating construct among learners’ language learning behavior and anxiety (Woodrow, 2011). As a conclusion, the results showed that it was more possible that students under stress experience much strain and try less in terms of English studying.

Furthermore, Kim, Wang, Ahn, and Bong (2015) investigated various structural rules of English as a Second Language (ESL) by means of the modern methodologies to analyze the profiles of the students in terms of their beliefs toward self-efficacy in the realm of English language learning. To this end, they surveyed a questionnaire of English self-efficacy, and the participants were Korean undergraduate students. The investigation presented low, medium, and high levels of self-efficacy among students’ profiles. Those students with high and medium levels of self-efficacy in their profiles were mostly females had a long history in learning English language.

Due to the fact that there has been done no particular research on the relationship between learning belief and self-regulation in an online English language learning setting, Zheng, Liang, Yang, and Tsai (2016) conducted a research. They developed two discrete questionnaires: Conceptions of Learning English (COLE) and Online Self-regulated English Learning (OSEL) concerning the relationship between the learning beliefs and online self-regulation of 400 university students in China. They found that learners’ COLE and OSEL were quite linked so that the relationship between online self-regulation and learners’ belief were significant.

Yet, in another empirical study, Anam and Stracke (2016) examined the variety of self-regulated learning strategies among 520 Indonesian elementary school students. The questionnaires were: Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL) and Self-efficacy in Learning English (C-SELEQ) for Indonesian children. The participants’ results showed that they were more likely to use socio-affective and metacognitive than cognitive strategies. It revealed that young students were much happier if they could study in class settings and group instructional environments than rote memorization in isolation. The students’ results also showed that they use strategies differently.

More recently, Su, Zheng, Liang, and Tsai (2018) surveyed the relationship between online self-regulation and self-efficacy of 420 Chinese university students in an EFL instructional setting. They used two questionnaires to gather information: The online self-regulated English learning (OSEL) and the English language self-efficacy (ELSE). In particular, the OSEL questionnaire consisted of six categories: goal setting, environment structuring, task strategies, time management, help seeking, and self-evaluation. In addition, the ELSE questionnaire included four language learning skills: Listening, speaking, reading, and writing. In addition, the data analysis indicated that the relationship between online self-regulated English learning and English language self-efficacy was confirmed through correlation analysis. Besides, based on regression analysis, self-evaluation was found to be the explanatory dominant predictor of self-efficacy variance of the different participants. Finally, it was concluded that the relationship between online self-regulation and self-efficacy was too complicated that any more empirical studies would be appreciated.
3. Methodology

1.1 Design of the Study

Quantitative correlational design was used in this study. Accordingly, the study employs a correlational design to extract needed data of 120 undergraduate students. This study focused on the variable of self-regulation and self-efficacy which are hypothesized to be affected by each other.

3.2 Participants

The participants of this study were 120 undergraduate students who had been selected via non-random sampling (convenience sampling) from State and Azad universities in Ahvaz, Iran. The participants’ age range was from 18 to 26. All of the participants were majoring in English language learning fields. It was not surprising that female students (75) outnumbered male students (30) in the current study because Iranian females would have higher tendency to request for this field than Iranian males. Unfortunately, a few numbers of participants remained unknown (15), and the gender of the participants was not considered to be measured. The reason behind choosing this number of participants was that the interpretation of the results from the questionnaires and interviews had been a hard and time-consuming task. Thus, the findings would be interpreted and analyzed more accurately and significantly.

3.3 Instruments

To collect the required data on TEFL learners’ English language self-regulation and self-efficacy, two questionnaires and an interview were used. The two questionnaires were designed to collect quantitative data, and it was adapted from previous validated questionnaires with acceptable reliability and validity. The interview then followed the questionnaires to collect qualitative data.

The first questionnaire, the questionnaire of English self-regulation (QESR), was adapted from the online self-regulated English learning questionnaire (Zheng et al., 2016) to evaluate self-regulation of Iranian TEFL undergraduate learners. The overall Cronbach’s alpha value of the questionnaire, which had been widely accepted in terms of reliability and validity, was 0.91.

Logically, we needed to make some modifications of the original instrument by adding a few new items, such as some word-removals, word-replacements, and minor grammatical corrections. The ultimate instrument to assess self-regulation of Iranian TEFL undergraduate learners consisted of 20 items, and a 7-point Likert scale with values ranging from 1 (I cannot do it at all) to 7 (I can do it well).

The second questionnaire, the questionnaire of English self-efficacy (QESE), was also adapted from the self-efficacy English learning questionnaire (Zheng, Su, & Lian, 2014) to evaluate self-regulation of Iranian TEFL undergraduate learners. Originally, the reliability and validity were already been proved to be acceptable, the alpha coefficient was about 0.88–0.92 with an approximately high level of internal consistency reliability (α = 0.99).

Logically, we needed to make some modifications of the original instrument by adding a few new items, such as some word-removals, word-replacements, and minor grammatical corrections. The ultimate instrument to assess self-regulation of Iranian TEFL undergraduate learners consisted of 32 items, and a 7-point Likert scale with values ranging from 1 (I cannot do it at all) to 7 (I can do it well).

According to the fact that the previous studies mentioned in the literature had mostly been done in the quantitative manners, however, the qualitative aspects were worth taking into account as well. Hence, an interview was needed to be designed and included as the third instrument of the current study. The interview was semi-structured and had eight fully descriptive and explanatory questions. The researchers interviewed 10 participants who had already filled the questionnaires. They actually volunteered to do the interview and answer the questions in English language. The interview had continued until it was saturated.

3.4 Data Collection Procedure

To carry out the present study, total number of 120 participants with the age range of (18-26) from Ahvaz State and Azad universities were conveniently selected, all of whom were under-graduated students majoring in one of the English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learning fields including English teaching, English literature, and English translation. It was noted to say that since there were limited accessible undergraduate TEFL students in Ahvaz, other
undergraduate English literature and translation were involved. Moreover, the gender discrimination of the participants was not considered in the present study.

Then, the participants were asked to answer the QESR and QESE questionnaires in the classroom environments or the college campuses. Needless to say that the participants were informed of the anonymous nature of the data collection process in advance. They were also told that their responses would certainly be kept confidential and that they had the right to quit at any part of the survey. It took around 15–20 minutes for each respondent to complete the survey. After that, only a few participants felt capable and courageous enough to willingly volunteer for the interview and answer the interview questions efficiently.

3.5 Data Analysis

Collected data through the above-stated instruments were analyzed and interpreted according to the objectives of the study. Pearson Correlation Coefficients were calculated. It will be utilized to analyze the data and provide a logical answer for the question of “whether there is any significant relationship between English as foreign language learners’ self-regulation and their self-efficacy.”

4. Results

In order to analyze the gathered data, the SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Science) software was used.

Table 1. One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (self-efficacy and self-regulation questionnaires)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Self-efficacy</th>
<th>Self-regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Parametersa,b</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>140.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>28.04109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Extreme Differences</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>-.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>2.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.542</td>
<td>.489</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Test distribution is Normal.

b. Calculated from data.

Table 1 shows that the statistics of scores are normal as the results obtained from using SPSS 22. In this case, the parametric statistics like Pearson correlation coefficient can be used to get the final results. As the first research question aims to check if there a significant relationship between Iranian undergraduate TEFL learners’ self-regulation and their self-efficacy, correlation coefficients between the scores of self-efficacy and self-regulation questionnaires were checked.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of self-efficacy and self-regulation questionnaires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>140.500</td>
<td>28.04109</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulation</td>
<td>139.500</td>
<td>26.56370</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 2 shows that the mean and standard deviation of the participants’ scores on the self-efficacy questionnaire were 140.50 and 28.04, respectively. Table 2 also shows the mean and standard deviation of the participants’ scores.
on the self-regulation questionnaire were 139.50 and 26.56, respectively. To ascertain if there is a positive relationship between self-efficacy and self-regulation of the participants, Pearson correlation coefficient was used (Table 3).

Table 3. Correlation coefficients between the scores of self-efficacy and self-regulation questionnaires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Self-efficacy</th>
<th>Self-regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulation</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.975**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

As shown in Table 3, the results of two-tailed Pearson correlation analysis revealed a significant and strong relationship between the participants’ scores on self-efficacy and self-regulation questionnaires ($r = 0.975, p < .000$). The Cohen’s (1988) criterion for interpreting the strength of correlation was followed. Cohen (1988) asserted that correlation coefficient of more than 0.50 is strong.

After analyzing the interview qualitatively, it was revealed that students were eager to use stories in English language to be exposed to language learners to English language in Iran. Through this, their self-efficacy will definitely improve. Students also believed that using moderately-difficult tasks is another way to enhance self-efficacy. If the task is too easy will be boring or embarrassing and may communicate the feeling that the teacher doubts their abilities; a too-difficult task will re-enforce low self-efficacy. The target for difficulty is slightly above the students’ current ability level.

Moreover, they believed that they can learn by watching a peer succeed at a task. Peers may be drawn from groups as defined by gender, ethnicity, social circles, interests, achievement level, clothing, or age. Encourage students to try was another factor the students claimed to progress their self-efficacy. It means that teachers should give them consistent, credible, and specific encouragement, such as, “You can do this. We’ve set up an outline for how to write a lab report and a schedule for what to do each week - now follow the plan and you will be successful.”

In addition, the teachers are recommended to giving praise and encouragement is very important, however it must be credible. Use praise when earned and avoid hyperbole. When giving feedback on student performance, compare to past performances by the same student, don’t make comparisons between students. The last factor was encouraging accurate attributions. It means that the teachers must help students understand that they don’t fail because they’re dumb, they fail because they didn't follow instructions, they didn’t spend enough time on the task, or they did not follow through on the learning strategy.

5. Discussion

After conducting different analyses, the answers of the research questions were obtained. Therefore, the questions of the study have been answered below.

**RQ1.** Is there a significant relationship between Iranian Undergraduate TEFL learners’ self-regulation and their self-efficacy?

The null hypothesis of the present study “There is a positive relationship between self-regulation and self-efficacy of Iranian undergraduate TEFL Learners” was supported. The findings of this study revealed that there was a significant relationship between self-regulation and self-efficacy of Iranian undergraduate TEFL learners. As Li and Wang (2010) claimed, those Chinese TEFL students with a high self-efficacy were more willing to frequently accomplish self-regulated strategies for reading. In a similar vein, another research among Korean university students indicated that
different levels of self-efficacy would absolutely influence learners’ performance in terms of applying self-regulated learning strategies (Kim et al., 2015; Namaziandost, Hashemifardnia, & Shafiee, 2019). Still another research which measured the relationship between self-regulated strategy use and self-efficacy beliefs of Indonesian students confirmed the significance of such an interplay among self-regulation and self-efficacy of young learners (Anam & Stracke, 2016; Namaziandost & Ahmadi, 2019).

The results of this study were indeed in line with Li and Wang (2010) who examined the accordance of Chinese students’ self-efficacy and their self-regulation which would potentially enhance English language learning. It was proved that so self-efficacious learners reached to more achievement in their learning processes. They also showed more success in problem-solving situations and challenging tasks, and they tended more to benefit from self-regulated strategies use for reading goals and learning progress. Moreover, the findings of the study were in line with Yusuf (2011) who studied the relationship between self-efficacy and self-regulated learning in terms of achievement and motivation of learning. He did his survey among Malaysian undergraduate students to figure out that there was a definite correlation between self-efficacy beliefs and self-regulated learning strategies use regarding learning achievement and motivation. The current study was also supported by Wang, Schwab, Fenn, and Chang (2013) who empirically researched into self-efficacy and self-regulation among Chinese and German college students. As the study results showed, there was a considerable correlation between self-efficacy and self-regulated learning strategies.

Likewise, this study compatibly led to what Ghonsooly and Ghanizadeh (2013) investigated the relationship between Iranian TEFL learners’ self-efficacy beliefs and self-regulated language learning strategies use. Furthermore, the findings were agreed with Los’ (2014) investigation around the mediating effect of self-regulation on self-efficacy and academic outcome. The results of the current study were significantly in accordance with Su et al. (2018) who recently carried out the research on the relationship between online self-regulation and self-efficacy among Chinese university students. Alike, they applied almost the same two questionnaires for the purpose of data collection on online self-regulation and self-efficacy. Although it was supported that self-regulation and self-efficacy had genuinely a positive coordination, it was also obvious that more empirical studies were needed for more supports (Namaziandost, Neisi, Kheryadi, & Nasri, 2019).

Thus, those learners with a stronger sense of self-efficacy can generally be more self-regulated in learning. Similarly, learners who tended more to employ self-regulated language learning skills displayed to have deeper confidence on their self-efficacy beliefs, thoughts, and instinctive learning style as well. This result is also in compatible with prior studies indicating the positive connection among self-regulation and self-efficacy (Namaziandost, Hosseini, & Utomo, 2020; Yusuf, 2011). Therefore, as the results echoed, students with strong self-efficacy beliefs have normally more inclination to apply self-regulated language learning strategies and processes, and inversely students with strong self-regulated strategies demonstrate more natural tendency toward self-efficacy beliefs (Namaziandost & Shafiee, 2018; Zimmerman & Cleary, 2006).

**RQ2.** What predictive role does Iranian Undergraduate TEFL learners’ self-regulation play on their self-efficacy?

It was consequently understood from the results of the interview that the more learners get to know about their personal abilities, skills, and characteristics, they would be more successful in their process of learning. As learners enhance their knowledge of self-efficacy beliefs, they become skillfully capable to regulate and control challengeable activities in the realm of language learning. Highly self-efficacious students are more willing to use self-regulated strategies and tasks in the learning process. In the other words, they are more active and better participants in the difficult problem-solving situations.

The findings of the present study are also consistent with current empirical research, although most studies investigating the interplay of self-regulation and self-efficacy have addressed their mediating roles in academic achievement or on other motivational variables. Zimmerman (2000), for example, states that when studied as a mediating variable in training studies, self-efficacy has proven to be responsive to improvements in students’ methods of learning (especially those involving greater self-regulation) and predictive of achievement outcomes. Similarly, Pintrich and De Groot (1990) and Kitsantas (2000) found a positive relationship between self-efficacy and metacognitive strategy use which produces successful performance outcomes. Zimmerman, Bandura, and Martinez-Pons (1992) revealed that the interaction between perceived self-efficacy and metacognitive strategy use accounted for about 30% variability in learners’ academic performance. Bembenutty (2007), meanwhile, reported that teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs influence their academic performance, which is mediated by their use of self-regulatory learning strategies.
6. Conclusion

From a linguistic perspective, learning a foreign language could be really a complicated process in which self-regulation and self-efficacy are crucially included as the two fundamentally interactive psychological constructs. According to Bandura (1977), self-efficacy beliefs were assumed to directly develop choices of learning activities and contexts. In the other words, self-efficacious learners could adjustably imitate the needed effort through contextualized substitutions of language learning approaches. Moreover, Zimmerman and Kitsantas (2014) believed that learners could reach to better achievements by means of the application of self-regulated various learning strategies. Ultimately, it was concluded from the findings of the current study that the delicate association between self-regulation and self-efficacy was really helpful for learners to lead them successfully to their academic goals. Therefore, it was absolutely the result of such a significant positive close relationship between self-regulation strategies use and self-efficacy beliefs that the learning process would become much more enjoyable for students to feel the vital demand to engage in very difficult problem-solving situations and complex challenging settings of learning, hence persist longer.
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